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1 – Introduction. It is generally assumed that Ion Cyclotron Resonance Frequency (ICRF) antenna
coupling is maximised when the shape of the plasma Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) matches the
poloidal profile of the antenna. This is a relevant issue for plasmas at high triangularity, which are
becoming more and more popular because of their favourable thermal confinement properties: in
these configurations the LCFS is usually mismatched to the antenna curvature and the coupling could
deteriorate, thereby limiting severely the ICRF power injection capability. While the dependence of
the antenna coupling on the plasma-antenna distance in the equatorial plane of the tokamak is already
well established [1] for the JET A2 antennas [2], the effect of lower and upper triangularity could
not yet be adequately assessed. Dedicated experiments have now been performed on JET with four
different plasma configurations (see fig. (1.a)), characterized by large range of variation of lower
δlower and upperδupper triangularity.
In the frame of the transmission line theory, the antenna is described as a loading resistanceRload

which terminates the transmission line of characteristic impedanceZ0 connecting the generator to the
antenna.Rload is linked to the power transmitted by:

Ptrans =
V 2

max

2Z0

Rload

Z0
(1)

whereVmax is the measured peak voltage in the coaxial. Taking into account the small losses in the
transmission line and in the antennaRloss, the coupling resistanceRc is defined byRc = Rload−Rloss.
SinceVmax cannot be higher than the maximum voltage sustainable in the line,Rc (or equivalently
Rload) represents the figure of merit of the performances of the ICRF system.
In the next section the experimental data are presented and discussed in terms of three relevant plasma-
antenna distances, and a scaling ofRc with these distances is derived. The physics of the antenna
coupling depends mainly on the propagation properties of the fast waves and on the linear and possible
non-linear effects close to the antenna. Limiting the analysis to the role played by the evanescence
layer close to the antenna, in section 3 we discuss a simple model which successfully reproduces the
time evolution of the coupling resistance.

2 – Experimental setup and results. The set of dedicated discharges (from#58912 to #58926)
are D(H) plasmas in L-mode withIp ≈ 2MA, B0 ≈ 2.7T, andB(outer edge) ≈ 2T. For each
configuration two slightly different plasma densities have been considered with the values on axis
naxis

e ≈ 2 and 2.5 1019 m−3. Only the frequencyν = 42 MHz and the dipole phasing ([0, π, 0, π])
have been examined; the rf power in antennas A and B was1MW, and in antennas C and D only
≈ 0.2MW. According to these parameters the fundamental cyclotron resonance of the hydrogen
is close to the plasma centre. The plasma configurations considered are the so-calledDOC U,
V/SFE/LT , HT3, and ITER-like . Fig. (1.a) shows the poloidal plasma shape of the four configu-
rations together with the poloidal location of the ICRF antennas. Also shown in fig. (1.a) are the
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Figure 1:The poloidal plasma shapes of the here-considered configurations are reported in frame (a). The valuesof the

here-relevant configuration parameters are reported in table (1). In frame (b) the values ofRc sampled in the time window

[15, 20] sec are plotted as function of ROG. The open and the filled symbols refer respectively tonaxis
e = 2. · 1019 m−3

andnaxis
e = 2.5 · 1019 m−3. In the insetRc, sampled in[13, 20] sec, is reported as function ofR

(fit)
C

(eqn. (2)).

poloidal positions close to the antennas at which the distance of the LCFS from the wall is evaluated
by the magnetic reconstructing code EFIT, namely ROG, GAP3, and GAP4: the values of differences
GAP3-ROG and GAP4-ROG are reported in table (1). The time trace of each discharge is character-
ized by two time windows: in the first[13, 15] sec either GAP3 (forHT3 andITER-like ) or GAP4
(for DOC U andV/SFE/LT ) is continously varied in order to achieve the final shape; in the second
time window [15, 20] sec, when the planned plasma shape is achieved, ROG is varied continously.
In the following, we consider the coupling resistance of the antenna A averaged over the four straps
and time-averaged over100ms. Fig. (1.b) showsRc sampled in[15, 20] sec as function of ROG for
the four different configurations and the two plasma densities. In all these discharges theRc depen-
dence on ROG is exponential, with almost the same e-folding length. However, the absolute value
Rc depends appreciably on the plasma configuration, confirming that the best coupling is achieved
with a plasma shape matching the antenna curvature (DOC U andV/SFE/LT ). Moreover, at high
triangularity (ITER-like andHT3) Rc improves by increasing the plasma density.
By samplingRc in the whole time interval[13, 20] sec, one can have a rough estimate of theRc

dependences on GAP3 and GAP4. The experimental data are fitted by the following function:

R(fit)
c = R0 · exp

{

− 14.87m−1 · ROG − 0.75m−1 · GAP3 + 1.01m−1 · GAP4
}

(2)

with R0 = 5.88Ω and σ ≡ [〈(Rc − R
(fit)
c )2〉/〈R2

c〉]
1/2 = 0.037. In the inset of fig. (1.b) the

experimental values ofRc are plotted as function of the correspondingR
(fit)
c values. The fit (2)

confirms that the plasma distance in the equatorial plane ROG is by far the most important parameter
among the three. The peculiar dependence ofRc on GAP4, namely thatRc increases when GAP4
is increased, is not new for the A2 antennas, and this could be explained in terms of the connection
of the magnetic field lines passing in front of the antenna with the plates of the divertor. Since the
coefficients of the fit (2) are expected to depend on the plasma density, the confinement mode, the
frequency, and the antenna phasing, the applicability of fit (2) is unavoidably limited to the range of
parameters summarized at the beginning of this section.
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Config. name δlower δupper GAP3-ROG [cm] GAP4-ROG [cm]
DOC U 0.36 0.23 2 7

ITER-like 0.44 0.48 9 6
HT3 0.37 0.46 12 3

V/SFE/LT 0.21 0.23 2 6

Table 1:The values of the upperδupper and lowerδlower triangularity, and the GAP3-ROG and GAP4-ROG values of the
four plasma configurations of the set of the discharges under consideration.

3 – Modelling. The exponential dependence on the antenna-plasma distance ofRc in eqn. (2) is
due to a non-negligible evanescence layer in front of the antenna, through which the waves must
tunnel in order to propagate inside the plasma. In fact the fast waves in the ion cyclotron range of
frequencies can propagate only when the plasma density is above the so-called cutoff density. In slab
approximation withx, y, and z pointing respectively in the radial, poloidal, and toroidal directions,
the effects of this wave tunnelling on the transmitted power can be described in terms of the wave
fields at the antennaEant

y as follows:

Ptrans ∝
Nz
∑

nz=−Nz

Im

{

(

Eant
y (nz)

)

∗

Ypl Eant
y (nz)

}

= P0

Nz
∑

nz=−Nz

J2
ant(nz) e−k0 Γ(η(nz)) (3)

where: Ypl is the admittance of the evanescence layer andη(nz) =
∫ xcutoff (nz)
0 |nx(x, nz)| dx the

optical thickness;k0 = ω/c is the wavevector in vacuum,nx andnz are respectively the radial and
toroidal components of the refractive index, andxcutoff (nz) is the width of the evanescence layer;
J2

ant(nz) is the nominal spectrum of the currents obtained assuming that they are uniform along the
toroidal direction and that the antenna elements are all equal and toroidally equispaced:

Jant(nz) =

sin

{

Ng

[

k0 (w + g)nz − ∆φ
]

/2

}

Ng sin

{

[

k0 (w + g)nz − ∆φ
]

/2

}

sin(k0 w nz/2)

k0 w nz/2
(4)

with: Ng is the number of elements of which the antenna is made;w andg are the width and the
distance between the antenna elements;∆φ is the phase difference between two closest antenna
elements. The exponentΓ(η) in eqn. (3) accounts for the dependence ofPtrans on the optical thickness
η, and it can be estimated in two extreme cases: if the density is assumed homogeneous with a
sharp discontinuity at the cutoff, thenΓ(η) ≈ η. If, on the other hand, a continuous linear density
profile is assumed,Γ(η) ≈ 0.62 η + 0.46 η2 (for 0 ≤ η ≤ 3). Empirically, for the discharges under
consideration the best fit is withΓ(η) ≈ η. The nominal power spectrum of the JET A2 antennas is
shown in fig. (2.a) together with the cutoff density as function of the toroidal wavevectorkφ = k0 nz.
To evaluatexcutoff (nz) it is reasonable to use the cold plasma approximation, which requires only
the knowledge of the confining magnetic field and the plasma density profile. The former is derived
from the magnetic reconstruction, whereas the Lithium beam diagnostic has been used to monitor the
density profile. Upon using eqn. (3) into eqn. (1), an equivalent expression forRc can be derived.
However, it is not possible to obtain the absolute value ofRc sinceP0 is unknown. To estimateP0 it
is necessary to use complex numerical tools which take into account selfconsistently both the three-
dimensional antenna geometry and the plasma dielectric properties. Instead, we have used eqn. (3)
to study the relative changes ofRc during the evolution of the discharge. Relatively to aDOC U
discharge, the time traces of the experimental relative changes ofRc for each of the four straps are
reported in fig. (2.b), together with the prediction based on eqn. (3) and (4). Since the four straps have
different electrical and mechanical properties [2], the coupling resistance differs in magnitude (as
reported in the legend) but has a similar time evolution. The goodness of the agreement between the
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model and the experimental values, obtained also for the other discharges, confirms the importance
of the density profile at the plasma edge in the ICRF antenna performances [1].
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]
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Figure 2:The frame (a) shows the cutoff density as function of the toroidal wavevector. In the same frame it is reported

the normalized nominal power spectrum of the JET-A2 antennas with phasing[0, π, 0 π] and frequencyν = 42 MHz. In

frame (b) the time trace of the experimental values of the relative change ofRc (DOC U discharge) of each of the four

straps of antenna A is reported together with the prediction of the model based on eqn. (3) and (4).

4 – Conclusions. The fit (2) is based on the coupling resistance averaged over the four antenna
straps and this is certainly a rough simplification of the reality, since the inner and the outer straps
have rather different coupling properties [2]. None the less, in view of the ICRF system operation, it is
reasonable to address the global behaviour of the antenna, and this analysis confirms that the plasma-
antenna distance is by far the most important parameter for the coupling optimization [1]. Due to
the exponential dependence on ROG,Rc can be substantially improved by reducing the evanescence
layer in front of the antenna, namely by making the plasma as close as possible to the antenna.
Unfortunately for ROG< 3 − 4 cm the ICRF coupling improvement is counterbalanced by a sharp
increase of the power threshold for the L-H transition [3]. Thus, if the plasma-antenna distance cannot
be reduced below3 − 4 cm, a favourable plasma shape (highδlower and lowδupper) can improve the
antenna coupling, and this is more evident at lower plasma density (Rc is increased of about20%
going fromHT3 to DOC U, as shown in fig. (1.b)).
In the future this set of dedicated discharges characterized by a wide range of plasma shapes should
be analyzed with antenna codes which deal with both the 3-dimensional antenna geometry and the
plasma dielectric properties. We hope that this modelling will shed more light on the electrical be-
haviour of the ICRF A2 antenna when the edge plasma is varied.
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